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MURUKU

Murukku is a savory, crunchy Indian snack which

originated in South India. Murukku is popular all over

India and also in other countries where South Indian

Diaspora is present such as Fuji Islands, New Zealand,

Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Myanmar, Seychelles,

Mauritius, South Africa, Europe and North America.

While Murukku has become a popular snack among

Malays, our potential export market is Middle East



COMPANY DETAILS

Company : SR Snacks Sdn Bhd.

Location : 14, Persiaran Rishah 9, Kawasan Perindustrian Silibin, 30100, Ipoh. Perak DR

Phone : 00605 526 9184

Fax : 00605 526 2866

Mobile : +601 6557 6369/ +601 6555 6369

Whatsapp : 00601 8374 4727

Email : Sripoh@gmail.com

Web : http://sahanasnacks.com/

Year of Establishment  : 1952
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OUR BRAND

While our brand was created by our director Mr.

Arumugam Rathnasami in view of honoring our

Malay consumers who have been our patronage

throughout our business struggle, Sahana is

another name for the goddess Lakshmi and in

Sanskrit it means "powerful, strong, and

enduring. While we striving to replace our

conventional transparent packaging to colorful

vibrant “Sahana” brand, we are working to

enhance the brand by building a very advanced

infrastructure for production, marketing, and

distribution and further we are continuously

gathering customer feedback is to help increase

customer satisfaction.



SR SNACKS SDN BHD

MISSION

Our “Sahana” brand should be

available in the every corner of the

country

VISION

To Be Prime Global Muruku Exporter.



Cinnasami Nadar came along with his two lads

Ratnasami and Jayabalan from India in 50s and

started to boil chickpeas using firewood cooking

stove, carrying on the head and sold at toddy

taverns, and pedestrians in Ipoh town.

Once his children reached their teens, Cinnasamy

added more titbits, and started to utilize his lads

and moved to the entrance of hospitals and

theatres.

Upgraded their logistic to bicycle, both boys

started to increase the revenue by encircling Ipoh

city

Gradually shifted to motorbike they established a

permanent income by selling Muruku and nuts at

the entrance of schools.

Bought a delivery van and started to distribute

muruku to the vendors of Pasar Malam and wet

markets in the suburbs of Ipoh.

Migrated to a conventional SME factory and

expanded the business to wholesale vendors

around Peninsula Malaysia and for the last five

decades, Sahana has been a highly trusted

“Muruku” brand offering high quality products

across Malaysia.

While production capacity has increased to four

tonnes per day, our annual turnover has reached

2 million in 2016. As a significant milestone, our

company is going to be the first ISO certified

Muruku manufacturer in the world by Dec 2017.

HISTORY



Product innovation and entering new categories

are essential to business growth, continuing

Sahana’s diversification drive. At any given time, a

new product is under development and being

evaluated for market launch. Only the very best

survive the rigorous process of quality assessment

that determines the right to earn the coveted

Sahana branding – and the consumer trust that it

represents.

Sahana has diversified production to enter the

processed nuts, Muruku and Masala cookies.

Within this widespread diversification and

expansion, quality is always the founding principle,

upholding Sahana’s commitment to achieving the

highest standards on behalf of its consumers. Over

the years, We have been manufacturing 17 types

of Muruku, 14 Nuts and during Deepavali festival

seasons we do prepare 5 types of sweets.

Growth has always been at the core of SR Snack’s

business, and the engine of its success, and it is

now considered as greater priority, with a focus on

further vertical integration and increasing market

value. This applies to all categories including new

product development.

PRODUCTS



Employee welfare is equally important. When

it’s come to human resource our guru is

Richard Branson of Virgin Group. We believe in

we treat them well to retain with us rather

than train them extremely. Our company

applies international occupational safety and

health standards, introduces policies to

stimulate employee engagement, reviews

wages regularly, and encourages positive

communication to maintain a fulfilled working

environment.

EMPLOYEES

We completed LEAN management

implementation during May 2017-Nov 2017

and we could able to eliminate or reduce

wastages equivalent to RM300K on annual

basis. It is impossible to save this amount with

the shear hard work of our dedicated

workforce.



We do not add any preservatives or boric acid to

increase the shelf life. Even we shifted from cottage

business to corporate world class food manufacturer,

considering the high cost, we did not substitute our

authentic ingredients with commercial

contaminations.

Commitment to consumer satisfaction is the

company’s main objective, supported by

constant innovation. Thus the department

researches and studies consumer

preferences, seeks to understand consumer

needs, and analyzes all options that respond

to these needs.

SR Snacks implements the highest standards

of health and food safety, demonstrated by

the many accreditations granted by the

International Standards Organization. This

underlines the quality of SR Snacks’s

unique ingredients and infrastructure. SR

Snacks uses the best natural ingredients,

sourced locally and globally, while

implementing the most modern food

technologies and building the most advanced

production plants.

We use only 100 percent from plant base

ingredients. We prepare our own spice

powders and condiments. Using our 54 years

authentic recipe, we are still upgrading our

product line with new masala powders from

India and Sri Lanka.

WHY YOU ARE SO IMPORTANT



Quality is the highest priority every step of the way,

right up until products reach the consumer. SR Snacks

Sdn Bhd constantly seeks to provide its consumers

with high-quality products; to implement the highest

industry standards in every aspect of its operations;

Within the work environment, quality is the

cornerstone for growth and overcoming its attendant

challenges. In achieving this, SR Snacks Sdn Bhd has

worked with international experts to merge local skills

with global expertise, collectively contributing to the

establishment of a multinational work environment.

Further rigorous quality control is crucial to all aspects

of SR Snacks s operations. In terms of products, the

quality and R&D department undertakes responsibility

for quality assurance, and for seeking out healthy

products that are rich in nutritional value and will

satisfy all tastes.

QUALITY



SR Snacks’s three-pronged strategic plan – Quality

production, product innovation, and geographic

expansion – will enable the company’s return on

investment and achievement of economic targets

in its various sectors.

The SR Snacks for Innovation Management

initiative that began in 2009 has been the main

pillar in developing dozens of new products under

different categories.

Innovation in applying the most advanced

technologies is therefore considered to be one of

the most important elements that contribute to

food product diversification and meeting

consumer expectations.

INNOVATION

SR Snacks’s constant quest for innovative

products, operational improvement, and opening

new markets illustrates the core principles

embedded in the company’s corporate

philosophy. From the executive suite to the

factory floor – form a unique asset that is admired

throughout the business community.

More than 30 percent of sales revenue is

reinvested into business development every year,

a firm foundation that helps to ensure continuous

growth.



While we possess MeSTI, and Halal

certificates issued by Malaysian

authorities, we have been striving to

implement GMP, HACCP, and ISO22000

by end of 2017

CERTIFICATIONS



The technology and capacity of SR Snacks Sdn

Bhd’s manufacturing and processing capabilities

are exceptional, and equally important in the

company’s constant capacity growth. With our

fryers and ovens, delivering the highest

quality output on a mass scale. Production

facilities are constantly being expanded,

renovated, and improved, as the company strives

to operate to the highest standards of

international best practice and meet ever-

increasing demand. Our capacity is always

growing, and though we have facilities to

manufacture 10 Tonnes per day, we have been

manufacturing 4 tonnes as per our existing

demand.

VOLUME



While our products are available in all the prominent hypermarket through our OEM packers, please find

below the list of large wholesalers who have been supporting around Malaysia

• Soun Kee Preserved Fruit Sdn Bhd

• Phong May (M) Sdn Bhd

• Kian Hin Trading Sdn Bhd

• Kit Seng Snack Food Trading

• Joe Meng Food Trading Sdn Bhd

CUSTOMERS

• Sin Shaip Soon Enterprise

• Trichy Marketing Sdn Bhd

• Tian Yang Foods Sdn Bhd

• Guang Xiang Foods Sdn Bhd

• Mydin (OEM by RSR)



We did export to Australia and Germany on OEM packing and we are ready

to export internationally in OEM packing upon request. We have been

collaborating with MATRADE offices around the globe and we have been

striving to penetrate in the global market in our own brand too.

EXPORT



SR Snacks Sdn Bhd is the largest Muruku manufacturer and distributor in Malaysia, with unique regional

coverage and market capitalization of more than $2.5 million. Since 1992 SR Snacks Sdn Bhd has

diversified into muruku, processed nuts and masala cookies. Between 1996 and 2006, gross sales have

reached million. Since 2008, sales have grown by 100 percent and net income by 73 percent.

TURN OVER



We have been a snack food manufacturer and sate

the small hungry of our nation for last 54 years. While

People have being suffering with obesity, lower limb

amputations are wide among folks in forties due to

diabetes. Knowing it is vitamin B17 deficiency; victims

are pumping millions of ringgit on cancer treatment,

when there are :Siddha” way of curing easily.

Understanding the urgency of our community

throughout the nation, we have been working with

NGO foundation to educate the people with proper

meal practice, the way to fight the diseases with

holistic therapy and to provide herbal replacement to

allopathic poison from south India if necessary

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY


